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Abstract:
It is generally acknowledged that a sustainable future requires technological,
managerial, and cultural changes. However, whether an evolutionary pathway is
sufficient is increasingly being called into question. Factor ten or greater
improvements in eco and energy-efficiency may require significant and
revolutionary changes. Three factors are considered necessary for significant
technological transformation: willingness, opportunity, and capacity to change.
The latter may be the limiting factor.

Different visions of an industrial transformation will be discussed: evolution,
entailing continuous learning, lca, chain management, and environmental
management systems and revolution, requiring products and processes that
displace existing technologies -- including a transition from products to services.
The importance of implementing an industrial policy for the environment will be
addressed. Differences between product and process transformations will be
highlighted. Product changes -- especially in industries which are always changing
their products -- may be justifiably enthusiastic about the existing industry's ability
to move towards sustainable products. But where the product line is mature -- as
was the case of PCB's -- change is not easy, and revolutionary "creative waves of
destruction" replace the product via new entrants to the market. Rigid industries
whose processes have remained stagnant may also face considerable difficulties in
becoming more sustainable.

